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Transformation. Do or die?
Leading and Managing in Turbulent Times



How does it feel …?





“Why so serious?”



Only 20% of digital transformation 
projects are considered successful.



3 dimensions of success



GROW THE BUSINESS

Increase customer numbers …

… while increasing customer lifetime value.



CONTROL OPERATIONAL COSTS

Increase productivity …

… while rationalising operations.



INCREASE STRATEGIC RESILIENCE

Grow brand, IP, people and financial capital …

… while increasing adaptability, 
security and robustness.



What has changed here?



From digital thinking to network thinking.



Expanding. Accelerating. Ever more complex.



Fixed value chain, sustainable advantage.



Chaotic eco-system, transient advantage



THIS CHRONIC TURBULENCE MEANS?

A state of perpetual uncertainty.

The need to move from evidence-based 
to confidence-based strategy.



How do we need to think?



We’ll never get back home to Kansas.

From change … to chronic turbulence.

From avoiding uncertainty … to exploiting it.

Transformation? From project … to capability.



4 management implications



MANAGING DECISIONS

From “yes or no”, evidence-based
commitments to long-term change projects …

… to confidence-based, flexible 
commitments to short-term options. 



MANAGING INVESTMENT

Shifts in value mean that capital assets are 
in constant danger of becoming toxic 

liabilities.

A continuously-revised portfolio of 
fast-to-implement options. 



MANAGING OPERATIONS

From an internal focus on the efficiency of 
fixed capabilities (assets) …

… to a contextual focus on the liquidity of 
diverse, optional skills and resources. 



MANAGING RESOURCES

From budget-driven delivery against fixed 
project goals …

… to options-driven delivery of highly 
variable, value-based outcomes. 



Implications for leadership?



When you live in the eye of the storm …

… and there’s no safe return to port. 

How do you steer the ship?

What are you here for? Where do 
you choose to sit?



The core of this new, resilient enterprise …

… is its purpose: a reason for being, a 
touchstone of customer meaning and 

strategic navigation.

Purpose is where every decision and every 
commitment takes off and lands.



Is there any sport more relevant here 
than rugby?

The All Blacks are the most successful 
international team - in any sport - in the 

world.

They return, time and again, to their 
heritage, their culture and their purpose.



“Great people make great All Blacks.”

Richie McCaw, with rare intelligence, will, 
humility and grace, embodies all we need to 

learn about Winning With Purpose.

It’s the beating heart of the future 
role of leadership.



Who matters more than your people and 
your customers?

It’s never been more crucial to build and 
sustain powerful, shared meaning between 
brand and customer, enterprise and staff.

Leading with purpose enables a unifying belief, 
a solid reference point and binding core values.



The role of leadership, in a context of chronic 
turbulence and perpetual transformation?

Cheerleader for the cohesion and morale of 
management, staff and partners.

Steward of an ongoing, highly flexible yet 
utterly consistent connection with customers.
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Thanks!


